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1000 PSI HOT/COLD PRESSURE WASHER

Specs:
2 Hp / 115 Electric motor
20 amp Breaker Minimum
40’ Spray Hose
200 degrees
Flow Rate- 2.5 GPM
Weight - 490 lb.
Dimensions: H- 36”

L - 57”
W- 28”

** DO NOT EVER RUN PUMP DRY **

PROCEDURES:

 Instruct customer, do not run machine indoors or in an enclosed area, as exhaust
fumes may be hazardous to your health.  Do not operate machine in areas where
flammable vapors, (gasoline, solvents, degreasers) may be present, as this machine
may ignite the vapors.

 Wear eye, ear, hand, foot and skin protection at all times while operating this unit.
 Unit is not a steam cleaner.
 Unit is equipped with four tips and chemical siphon.
 A 10/3 extension cord may be used as longs as it is no more than 25’ in length.
 Customer will be charged for kerosene.
 Customer will be charged for cleanup and or damage due to neglect.

Operating Instructions:
 Turn water supply on.
 Make sure unit is plugged into a 115 v / 20 amp outlet.
 Turn “on” switch to number “1” position.
 Squeeze trigger of wand and allow air to purge from system.
 If HOT water is desired, turn switch to number “2” position.  When done using hot

water feature, turn switch back to number “1” position and let burner cool down
before turning off.  Wand must be cool to the touch.
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CHECK IN:

 Check and/or refill K-1 Kero.  Charge the customer accordingly.
 Make sure all four tips, wand, hose and chemical siphon are with unit.
 Hook water to unit.  Turn supply on after all other couplings completed, run unit.
 Check all operations.  Look for any hose and coupler leaks.
 Check to see if tips all function properly.
 Check hose for damage as you coil back up for storage.
 Check unit with electrical check.
 Check pump oil level. (30 wt. Non-detergent)
 Check inlet screen and gasket on water hook up.
 Check tire pressure on all tires.
 Green tag with rental number, employee initials and date.

TROUBLESHOOTING:

Unit will not turn on.

 Is unit plugged in?
 Breaker blown.
 Receptacle operating.
 GFI reset.

Little or no pressure.

 Enough water supply- 2.5 GPM.
 Supply hose kinked.
 Tip in unit and not plugged up.

If you start blowing breakers, check for debris in tip.




